
Ksix Urban 2 Black Smartwatch, 1.75" 
HDIPS Display, Bluetooth 4.0, 2 Days 

Battery Life, Submersible
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Urban Smartwatch reinvents itself. This new edition of the coolest watch by Ksix 

includes ultra-safe magnetic charging and IP68 water resistance. It features a 24-

hour dynamic heart rate monitor and a large (1.75) multi-touch screen.

Magnetic charge

Urban 2 includes a magnetic charger, which gives it greater stability while 

charging, avoiding falls and shocks.

It has a battery life of up to 5 days in rest mode.

Every beat counts

The Urban smartwatch incorporates a 24 h dynamic heart rate monitor that 

counts every beat constantly, during the entire day and night.

Receives and make phone calls

It access the phone book to make and receive phone calls directly from the 

smartwatch.

Compatible with M Active 2 app

The Urban smartwatch can be synchronized with the M Active app for a complete 

tracking of sleeping hours. This way, its possible to analyze sleep quality.

The M Active app app also allows to set notifications and alarms to receive them 

directly in the smartwatch.

Multi-touch screen

The Urban smartwatch has a multi-touch screen. It allows to navigate through the 

different functions comfortably by swiping the screen up and down.

Several colors

As it should be, the most modern KSIX Smartwatch is available in 3 colors 

according to the newest fashion trends: white, gold and black.

Vibration and sound alerts

It incorporates a micro vibration monitor and a speaker. Therefore, when 

receiving a notification, the smartwatch will vibrate and make a sound.

Suitable for swimming

This is a waterproof fitness tracker that can be submerged up to 1.5 meters deep 

during 30 minutes.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions 44x38x10.7 mm

Color Black

Connectivity
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Bluetooth 4.0

Compatibility Android 4.4 / iOS 8.5 and higher

Material Zinc Alloy + plastic

Product Smartwatch Urban 2 Ksix

Autonomy 2 days

Battery 230 mAh

Degree of protection IP68

APP M Active

Display 1.75" HDIPS 320 * 385

Oxygen saturation No

Screen shape Square

Sleep monitoring Yes

Remote shutter No

Alert Sound and vibration

Charge Magnetic

Anti-loss function Yes

Phone calls Yes

Alert No

App IOS https://apps.apple.com/ar/app/m-
active2/id1537715406

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXSW3N EAN: 8427542115108 Recommended retail price: €49.99
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